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it was september 2, 2011 when 
we started contacting Five Guys 
(FG), the leader in the better 
burger concept. we expressed 
our interest in working with the 
company to bring their great brand 
to our market. Fast forward 3 years 
and… i am happy to announce that 
cravia is officially the franchise 
partner of Five Guys for saudi 
arabia and bahrain.

it took patience, persistence and a 
lot of belief to eventually land this 
amazing brand. it was all worth it 
and i would do it all over again if i 
had to. FG is a brand that i believe 
will take cravia to an entirely 
new level. we have committed 
to developing 40 stores in saudi 

arabia and 3 in bahrain over the 
next few years, and i know each 
one of these restaurants will be  
a winner.

The brand is very much anticipated 
and our customers in these 
markets are waiting for it. with the 
help of the amazing cravia team, i 
know we will make another winner 
from this opportunity.

FG is a 30+ year old brand that is 
focused and fully passionate about 
burgers and fries. The result is the 
absolute best burger in america as 
judged by many surveys, including 
Forbes magazine which rates FG 
burger as the best burger ahead 
of giant brands like mcdonald’s, 
burger King, wendy’s and 
in-n-out. The londoner magazine 
calls their burgers, “heaven in a 
paper brown bag...”. rap songs 
have been made about the FG 
burger, and so much more. it truly 
is a top brand.

To me, this is a milestone in 
cravia’s track record and future 
prospects. we are now a multi-
market company, with multiple 
brands including one of our own 
as well as the franchisee for one of 
the biggest names in the world in 
its category.

what makes me feel even more 
positive is FG’s management and 
family. The father, Jerry, his wife, 
Janie, and his five sons, matt, 
Jim, chad, ben and Tyler, started 
FG and continue to all work in the 
company in different capacities. 
They are fanatics about quality and 
customer service. They rely almost 
totally on word-of-mouth and self-
generating publicity and advertise 
very little. most importantly, 
they believe the reason for their 
success is their people and as 
such, they take full care of them 
and offer them incentives and 
benefits much higher than their 
nearest competitor. all these 
values are at the core of cravia’s 
value statements as well. For that, 
the fit is perfect.

as we embark on this incredible 
new step in our journey, i want 
to thank everyone of you for 
making cravia what it is today… 
for making it the company that 
a world-class organization like 
FG trusted with its brand and 
preferred over many competitors 
who may be larger and mightier… 
but not even close to how 
passionate we are at cravia.

by walid hajj

Walid Hajj

is here…Five Guys
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Rev 
It 
Up
wIth the 
FocUs BRands 
RegIonal 
MeetIng

This year’s Focus brands regional 
meeting was held in dubai. cravia is 
proud to be representing cinnabon, 
Seattle’s Best Coffee and Carvel in 
dubai, brands that continue to be 
very popular in the emirate. regional 
franchise partners came together 
at the ritz carlton diFc, for the 
eventful program that focused on 
how to bring in better business. 
The meeting was also designed to 
introduce various tools and ideas 
as the first step in building the 
foundation for the next generation  
of growth.
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over the course of three days, 
from monday, september 15th 
to wednesday, september 17th, 
everyone got together for a host 
of activities. starting with the 
introduction of rev it up, which 
stands for reset, engage, value, 
innovation, transformation, unit 
level economics and profitability. 
all the presentations showed how 
to take brands to the next level 
with innovation, growth and, most 
importantly, tools for improving 
profitability – from managing cost of 

goods to driving profitable topline 
sales. everyone had a chance to 
taste products from the various 
franchises being represented, 
with a session held at cinnabon 
Jbr. The last day was very special 
with a nice dinner at al nafoorah 
restaurant in zaabeel saray hotel, 
Palm Jumeirah. A great finish to a 
fabulous three days!
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hello everyone, please allow me to 
introduce myself. my name is steve 
desutter and i am the ceo of Focus 
brands as of march of this year. This 
was an exciting appointment to me 
and again allowed me to engage in 
international business something i 
enjoyed as president of burger King’s 
emea and asian units between 2004 
and 2006 as well as previously in my 
19 years with british petroleum in a 
number of different executive and 
international roles. 

i was delighted to be able to take part 
in the recent Focus brands’ regional 
conference, which was held in dubai 
in September. This was the first major 
international event that i have had the 
opportunity to attend since taking up 
my new role and it was great to have 
the occasion to meet many of our 
leading franchisees from around the 
world. it was an information packed 
conference and i want to express my 
specific thanks to Cravia as one of the 
key contributing partners that helped 
us organize the conference. 

This was my first exposure to the 
cravia organization; you were 
wonderful hosts to our other 
franchisees, our international 
leadership team and personally to me. 

Meet  
the ceo oF 
FocUs BRands

steve Desutter 
ceo Focus brand

i had the chance to meet cravia’s 
leading team members; walid, 
louay, marwan and souraya. you 
have an exceptionally professional 
leadership team, i have been doing 
business internationally for decades 
and i believe that companies 
like ours win when we have the 
right development and operating 
partners like cravia.  

having the conference held in 
Dubai meant that for the first time I 
had the chance to visit a cinnabon 
store outside the u.s. i was most 
impressed with the beautiful 
location in the dubai shopping mall. 
The local manager, Joseph, was so 
customer focused and so proud of 
his operation. it made me equally 
proud to see one of our brands 
represented so professionally by 
this team. 

i sincerely wish cravia and 
cinnabon even greater success 
over the coming months and years 
- i look forward to meeting more of 
the team on my next visit to dubai. 

i want to say a very warm ‘thank 
you’ to all of you at cravia and 
cinnabon for being such valued 
partners and for your continued 
commitment to flying our 
company’s flag high by providing 
customers with the very best 
cinnabon service.
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The zwz Tecom team headed out in three groups 
for a desert safari on september 20 & 22, from 
4:30pm to 8:30pm. each group experienced dune 
bashing, camel riding, henna painting, shisha and 
sand boarding. The highlight of the experience was a 
bbQ dinner with a belly dancing show and traditional 
Tanoura dancing in bedouin tents set up with 
traditional carpets, pillows and local dress to allow for 
some amazing pictures. it was quite the experience!

ZwZ Tecom goes 
on safari
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ZwZ UnveIls  
new oUtlet  
In aBU dhaBI
located at the corniche, the new venue brings the 
famous lebanese urban eatery experience to residents 
and visitors to abu dhabi. with the opening of a new 
branch, there are now a total of three places to enjoy 
zwz in the capital, and 14 in the uae. The new branch 
serves up the famous wraps, delicious salads, and a 
selection of desserts that have made zwz very popular 
in abu dhabi. in addition to the perfect service and 
convenient take out options, zwz provides the fastest 
delivery service in the emirate. The new store has a 
modern look and feel, and is driven to satisfy everyone’s 
craving in this city. 
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in our business environment, we are 
busy dealing with the daily grind. 
each day brings new challenges 
that take up our time and energy. 
while this is expected, few 
organizations truly take out time to 
reach the next level, time to bring 
new systems and even a new way 
of thinking into the workplace. This 
is why we have themes each year at 
our annual Kick-off events. 

The theme for this year’s Kick-off is 
The Four disciplines of execution 
– also known as 4DX. We have 

taken the context of this book and 
brought it into the real world across 
cravia. my team and i are touring 
the outlets and communicating 
these important principles. The 
idea is that a leader must carve 
out time from the daily routine to 
focus on the wiGs. These are the 
wildly important goals. each leader 
can have 3-4 wiGs that become 
fundamental to the business growth.

These wiGs must be measured 
through a scoreboard and then 
broken down into s.m.a.r.T. 
action plans. each person must 
be accountable to the team in 
achieving these goals.

we are spending time in the outlets 
explaining the process of the wiGs, 
elevating knowledge and engaging 

our managers as they become great 
leaders. academics is what sets us 
apart from the competition. world 
class systems and knowledge is 
what takes us to the new level.

I believe that the 4DX principles 
are sustainable and must become 
part of our dna. i encourage you 
to understand the wiGs and follow 
this amazing system as you work 
to improve your skills and career 
progression. Then you need to share 
this knowledge with your team.

remember that knowledge is power 
but only when shared.

learn, have fun and always take 
a step forward in your quest to 
becoming simply the best.

enjoy the wiGs.

the wIgs aRe heRe
By loUay ghandoUR
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a few months ago, one of our team members who works as 
a delivery rider in zaatar w zeit Tecom branch had a major 
accident and was hospitalized for a long period of time, with 
his situation critical. The team, including myself, were so 
worried about sudeep that we were visiting him on a daily 
basis. being so close to the situation, the team brought to my 
attention the importance of covering our riders against any 
inimical incident and i totally understood their concern. The 
issue was brought up by our call center and home delivery 
manager, alaa shalak, during the latest Founder’s day award 
event in July 2014 and the cravia team immediately started 
working on the project and succeeded in finalizing a perfect 
tailor made policy that covers all our riders with no exception. 
although cost was biG, your safety is more valuable to us.

with a lot of pride, and on behalf of cravia management, i 
announce to you the activation of your life insurance and 
disability coverage as of october 1st, 2015 hoping you will 
never need it. We might be one of the first companies to put 
this practice in place, if not the first in the industry. This only 
reflects our high commitment to taking good care of our people 
who are taking good care of the business. 

Finally, i urge you to ride your bikes wisely and responsibly. i 
understand your enthusiasm to reach the customer in a short 
time, but i want to remind you that your safety is our priority 
and it should be your priority as well. you should also keep in 
mind that you are representing zaatar w zeit at all times and 
you are always under the spot light by everyone on the road. 
please make sure you are representing your brand in the best 
way possible.

yoUR saFety 
Is oUR top 
pRIoRIty
By MahMoUd haRB



Team cravia came together 
on october 14 and 15, for the 
exciting sports day held at 
playnation in mirdif city centre 
from 10am to 2pm. everyone 
had the chance to show off their 
skills in different games that 
included football, billiard, bowling, 
volleyball, table tennis, baby foot 
and playstation. There was a lot 
of friendly competition as people 
came together from cinnabon, 
Seattle’s Best Coffee, Zaatar W 
zeit, The steak bar and the head 
office to compete for trophies and 
medals. Go team cravia!

cheeRIng on 

Team Cravia!
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dear team,

The year has passed by so quickly and we are well into the 
fourth quarter. it has been a remarkable year with new records 
being set basically each month. This is a direct result of your 
hard work and commitment to your brand and to cravia.

we have also made an effort to keep our culture and recognition 
in the spotlight each and every day.

The best tool i believe has been the wall of Fame and 
recognition cards. it allows genuine and real recognition to be 
passed to deserving individuals who go above and beyond the 
call of duty.

i am so proud to announce the winners for september and 
october, 2015.

Head Office:
Total cards: 1
winner:  
emp. #: 2326 
neethu sameer

Head Office:
Total cards: 1
winner: 
emp. #: 69
priya crasta

cinnabon/sbc:
Total cards: 168
emp. #: 2406 
cristine perin 
16 cards 
dubai media city

cinnabon/sbc:
Total cards: 219
emp. #: 2253
ram bahadur rimal
15 cards
moe

The steak bar:
Total cards: 9
winner: 
emp. #: 2423 
Jercito altamia 
4 cards  
The beach

The steak bar:
Total cards: 8
winner: 
emp. #: 2415
sabin budhathoki
4 cards
The beach

zwz:
Total cards: 165
winner:  
emp. #: 2567 
lal Kumar balal 
7 cards 
motor city

zwz:
Total cards: 194
winner: 
emp. #: 859
ajin ale
12 cards
Jbr

wall oF FaMe

wInneRs FoR septeMBeR - 2014

wInneRs FoR octoBeR - 2014

Louay Ghandour
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sepTember -  
ocTober salesProgress Outline

Cravia sales - Jul 2013 to seP 2013 vs.  
Jul 2014 to seP 2014
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Cravia sales - auG 2013 to oCt 2013 vs.  
auG 2014 to oCt 2014
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Monthy sales oct-14

airport oct-14

boutik mall oct-14

Al Ain Traffic oct-14

Monthly sales oct-14

Total monthly overall oct-14

sheikh zayed road oct-14

abu dhabi mall oct-14

ibn battuta oct-14

motor city oct-14

Tecom oct-14

business bay oct-14

auh corniche oct-14

ZWZ - 2014

Daily sales - 2014

Daily overall sales oct-14

Total daily overall sales 5-oct-14

abu dhabi mall 5-oct-14

motor city 24-oct-14

Tecom 10-oct-14

auh corniche 30-oct-14

daily overall sales (cnb &sbc) 5-oct-14

cinnabon overall sales 5-oct-14

dubai mall sF- cinnabon 5-oct-14

sharjah city centre 3-oct-14

boutik mall 11-oct-14

Al Ain Traffic 2-oct-14

Daily sales - 2014

Cinnabon / sBC sales records - 2014

oCtoBer sales

Monthly sales sept-14

GbT sept-14

Traffic Department sept-14

Al Ain Traffic sept-14

Monthly sales sept-14

motor city sept-14

Tecom sept-14

buiness bay sept-14

auh corniche sept-14

Traffic Department 3-sept-14

boutik mall 22-sept-14

Al Ain Traffic 29-sept-14

Daily sales - 2014

abu dhabi 4-sep-14

motor city 26-sep-14

business bay 25-sep-14

auh corniche 30-sep-14

Daily sales - 2014

ZWZ-sales records - 2014

Cinnabon / sBC sales records - 2014

sePteMBer sales
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“
“The talent of success is nothing more  

than doing what you can do, well.”
-henry w. longfellow

“He who hesitates is lost.”
-proverb

“Knowing is not enough; we must apply.
Willing is not enough; we must do.”

-Johann wolfgang von Goethe

“We can do anything we want to do 
 if we stick to it long enough.”

-helen Keller

once charlie chaplin entered a 
contest for “charlie chaplin look-
alikes” and he came in third.

if there was no space between any 
of its atoms, earth would be the size 
of a baseball.

a pencil has the potential to draw a 
line 38 miles long.

lighters were invented  
before matches.

For the latest happenings, news and pictures,  
visit our Facebook page facebook.com/cravia.inc.

Challenge a friend to tic-tac-toe!

1

3

2

4
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did yoU Know?QUoTable

game Time! birThdays

“
Souraya 
Halloway 
Oct 2

Mariam 
Kachour 
Oct 11

Tony Daher 
Oct 18


